Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 4/14/21

- **Modbus device service is upgraded to V2 APIs.**
- Service keys for clients is done except for Device SDK C.
- Device virtual and device Modbus services are now utilizing the message bus implementation directly to app services.
- The issue (wildcard topic list) with regard to Redis Streams message bus implementation has been fixed (PR pending approval).
- Securing Consul with Access Tokens is nearly done except for Device SDK C.
- The app service working group is working with the Kuiper team on injecting secrets (for Redis password). Right now, this prohibits Kuiper from being used in data path when the system is secured.
- DevOps completed semantic versioning research – formal plan moving forward is forthcoming.
- DevOps will demo automated changelog creation at the next devops meeting.
- DevOps presented a plan to add repository badges and the community approved without dissent (but some additional recommendations such as adding a committers badge and potentially latest dev and latest release tags) the implementation by DevOps as soon as possible. See https://github.com/soda480/prepbadge/blob/main/prepbadge.md.
- DevOps is working on edgex-compose automation with Jenkins (stretch goal for Ireland) will also be discussed in DevOps work group meeting.
- EdgeX Ready submission portal has been prototyped and is nearing completion.
- The ORRA project meets 4/15/21 at 10am PDT. They are now meeting weekly.
- A SOW has been signed with an organization in China to complete the EdgeX Website in Chinese by our Ireland release date.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Upload threat model / #259 – the community is given one more week for this review. Right now only has Intel eyes on it.
  - Metris / #268 – Jim to refresh/rework this document in the coming weeks
- A meeting with Tibco on a Flogo liaison was completed on 4/9. We are now waiting for Tibco to get back with us to suggest how they would like to see the liaison work (roles, responsibilities, etc. with regard to integration component creation/ownership/etc.). We are also looking at both Flogo and Project Air (which is Flogo with additional EdgeX integration already in).
- A meeting with the Digital Twin Consortium CTO was accomplished on 4/13. We are waiting word on DTC meetings to attend and present EdgeX and for next steps in establishing mutual deliverables.
- Packt publisher is looking for edge/IoT book authors. If interested, contact Jim.
- The EdgeX Award Nominees for 2021 are:
  - **Innovation**
    - Web Redesign team: Andy Foster, Camilo Dennis, Jean Marie Martini, Mae Maynor
    - Camilo Dennis
    - Cherry Wang
    - Lenny Goodell
    - Ernesto Ojeda
    - EdgeX UI team: Huaqiao Zhang and Shengqi Wang
**Contribution**

- Bruce Huang
- Cloud Tsai
- Emilio Reyes (with two nominations)
- Ernesto Ojeda (with two nominations)
- China Evangelists: Gavin Lu and Melvin Sun
- Ginny Guan
- Iain Anderson
- Jim Wang (with two nominations)
- Lenny Goodell
- Rocky Jin
- IOTech V2 API team: Cloud Tsai, Jack Chen, Lindsey Cheng, Ginny Guan, Wendy Huang, Bruce Huang, Jude Hung, Chris Hung, Felix, Ting, Cherry Wang (with two nominations)

Aaron Williams and the LF are working on a new voting tool and should have EdgeX Award ballots out to the TSC within the week. Congratulations to all nominees.